Information dynamics with confidence: Using reservoir computing to construct confidence intervals for information-dynamic measures.
Information dynamics provides a broad set of measures for characterizing how a dynamical system stores, processes, and transmits information. While estimators for these measures are commonly used in applications, the statistical properties of these estimators for finite time series are not well understood. In particular, the precision of a given estimate is generally unknown. We develop confidence intervals for generic information-dynamic parameters using a bootstrap procedure. The bootstrap procedure uses an echo state network, a particular instance of a reservoir computer, as a simulator to generate bootstrap samples from a given time series. We perform a Monte Carlo analysis to investigate the performance of the bootstrap confidence intervals in terms of their coverage and expected lengths with two model systems and compare their performance to a simulator based on the random analog predictor. We find that our bootstrap procedure generates confidence intervals with nominal, or near nominal, coverage of the information-dynamic measures, with smaller expected length than the random analog predictor-based confidence intervals. Finally, we demonstrate the applicability of the confidence intervals for characterizing the information dynamics of a time series of sunspot counts.